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Textus 27 (2018) [157] [158] [159] how the evidence should be treated. Some draw on other fields-most notably, ancient Near Eastern studies and cognitive psychology-to illuminate our discipline.
In addition to the overarching context of the Scrolls, what these studies hold in common is that they take new approaches to answering old questions. Justus Ghormley, considering ancient Near Eastern evidence and building on Eugene Ulrich's work, carefully articulates a robust typology of textual revision that he applies to Jeremiah. Jean-Sébastien Rey and Matthieu Richelle address the issue of pluriformity and its representation in an edition. Rey utilizes a text with a unique range of evidence-Hebrew Ben Sira-to argue for the inadequacy of eclectic editions. Richelle takes a contrary view, arguing for the feasibility of eclectic editions by demonstrating how a particularly difficult passage can be presented in such an edition. John Screnock, drawing on Emanuel Tov's work on the use of the Septuagint in Hebrew Bible textual criticism, re-orients the issue around the observation that isomorphic Old Greek translation overlaps considerably with transmission in Hebrew. Finally, Jonathan Vroom looks to cognitive psychology for insights into the inner workings and mechanisms of the copyist's brain, in order to address the interplay of orality, memory, visuality, and written text in the copying of texts.
Fresh approaches to old questions are important in any field, and such work remains, rightfully so, at the front edge of text-critical research. However, we wonder whether there is more on the horizon for textual criticism. In particular, are there new questions we can ask and new issues that text-critical data can speak to? Might Hebrew Bible textual criticism become something more than what it currently is? Some recent scholarship explores such possibilities, whether wittingly or not, by drawing on text-critical data as evidence for the study of composition history,3 legal interpretation,4 and theology in the Second Temple period;5 other studies redirect textual criticism to focus on the developing text's impact on reading communities6 and material philology.7 To be sure, scholars have used text-critical data for centuries as evidence speaking to a wide range of issues. The question is whether textual criticism as a field, at this point in the history of scholarship, might direct significant amounts of attention to matters other than the reconstruction of earlier textual states.
Here we present but one further possibility. Oscar Wilde famously argued for significant overlap between the critic-whether of art or literature-and the creator of such art or literature;8 perhaps we should explore such an approach to textual criticism.9 It is commonly acknowledged that, in order to be a good text-critic, one must be a good literary critic (besides a good many other things).10 What is to stop the literary/text-critic from applying her literary criticism to text-critical data? Furthermore, critical editions exist in other fields where the aim is not the earliest form of the text, but the best representation of the literary work.11 Wilde's observation, that good criticism consists largely in creative artistry, suggests to us that the text-critical endeavor could be an extensively creative endeavor, involving the text-critic's literary sensitivities. Though a critical edition of Hebrew Bible texts aimed at presenting the best, rather than earliest, version of the text would be misguided, greater integration of these two disciplines is possible, in scholars and scholarship that move freely between literary and textual criticism.
The future possibilities for textual criticism are, in our opinion, extensive. The field is alive and well. We hope that the five articles of this section and our introduction will help spur textual criticism on to greater precision and the exploration of wider vistas. Cf. Hindy Najman, who speaks of textual variants "as signs of life-as manifestations of the vitality of the traditions that we are studying," therefore making secondary readings worthy of study in their own right; "Ethical Reading: The Transformation of the Text and the Self," JTS 68 (2017) 
